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Guidelines for charities and their trustees – serious incident reporting

“An adverse event, whether actual or alleged, which results
in or risks significant loss to a charity’s money or assets,
damage to a charity’s property or harm to a charity’s work,
beneficiaries or reputation”

Is there a
legal
obligation to
report serious
incidents as
they arise?

When should
the report be
made?

Consultation
on the
Commission’s
serious
incident
guidance

It is an
offence to
provide false
or misleading
information to
the Charity
Commission

Guidelines for trustees – serious incidents
How will the trustees respond to
the serious incident?
•

•

The Charity Commission’s perspective

“A significant event in a charity is likely to attract
press interest. If you have let us know in advance
about the serious incident, then we are better
placed to deal with media enquiries without
causing unnecessary damage to the Charity and
its action in resolving the problem. It will also
reassure the public to know that the Charity has
already been in contact with us. We can confirm
the trustees have acted responsibly by informing
and involving the regulator”.

Framework for dealing
with urgent issues
between board
meetings?
Have a media/crisis
management plan in
place before the report is
made

Typical Incidents - Safeguarding
Harm / Potential harm
• Beneficiaries

• Reputation
Issue identified

• CONTROL: consider policies, recruitment/vetting and monitoring
Complexities

• Historical allegations
• Volume of reporting
• Working with third parties – police, LADO

Typical Incidents – Regulatory Investigation
Investigation by another regulator e.g. data breach
Harm/potential harm
• To beneficiaries / reputation
• Loss of assets / regulatory sanction
Issues identified
• Monitoring, authority
• Poor governance

Complexities
• Cause – internal or external?
• Investigation. May need forensic experts.

Typical Incidents - Fraud
Harm / Potential harm
• Loss of assets
• Reputation
Issue identified
• Governance and control
Cure
• Consider civil recovery

Prevention
• Systems and processes
• Staff training

Freedom of Information and Confidentiality

Charities should note
that the Commission
is a public body and
as such is
sometimes required
to disclose
information under the
Freedom of
Information Act 2000

The Commission
might resist such a
request but in some
cases may be
statutorily obliged to
disclose the
information

This could include
information it
possesses as a
result of a serious
incident report

Freedom of Information - exemptions

FOIA sets out
several absolute
or qualified
exemptions
when requests
can be rejected,
including:

Personal
information (ie
data protection,
s40, absolute)

Would
disclosure
constitute
contempt of
court (s44,
absolute)

“Qualified” – CC must apply the
“public interest” test - not only does
the information have to prejudice
one of the purposes listed, but,
before the information can be
withheld, the public interest in
preventing that prejudice must
outweigh the public interest in
disclosure

Documents given
to public
authorities carrying
out statutory
inquiries (s32,
absolute)

Trade
secrets/prejudice
to commercial
interests (s43,
qualified)

Disclosure would
prejudice the CC’s
ability to protect
charities from
misconduct/
mismanagement/
loss of property
(s31, qualified)

Confidentiality
(s41, absolute if
no public interest
in disclosure)

Case Study
• Grant making charity with advancement of health objects
• Primarily funds educational research into healthy eating
The Five A • Five trustees

Day Trust

• Media coverage of research funded by the charity
highlighting the health benefits of eating organic fruit and
vegetables

August
2015

February
2016

• Daily Mail reports that the research was carried out by the
organic grocery chain Whole Fruits Limited (“WFL”) and
that two of the charity’s trustees – Mr Smith and Ms Jones
- are the sole directors of WFL

What should the trustees do? Should this be
reported as a serious incident?

Case study
A week later the Charity Commission writes to the trustees
Noting that in 2014/15 two payments of £67,000 and £122,000 were
made to WFL for “research”
Asking for
– Minutes of the trustee meeting(s) where any payments to any
commercial organisations, including the payments to WFL, were
considered or approved;
– All written agreements between Five A Day Trust and any
commercial organisations (including with WFL) for the provision of
services;
– Details of any commercial organisations in which any of the Five A
Day Trust’s trustees have an interest;
– Any conflicts of interest policy for Five A Day Trust;

– A full copy of all the research carried out by WFL and an analysis of
why the research was balanced;
– Details of the Five A Day Trust’s strategy for dealing with the media
coverage generated by this incident;
– Any other relevant information.

Case study
A report
prepared for
the trustees by
the new chief
executive
showed:

Two of the Trustees who made the decision to
fund the research are no longer Trustees.

The Charity has a conflicts of interest policy:
Mr Smith and Ms Jones had both declared an
interest, and absented themselves during the
section of the meeting where the trustees
decided make the grant to WFL to carry out
the research.
On closer examination the research was
potentially unbalanced, had a number of flaws
in its methodology and might not have been
worth the sums paid.
The grant agreement between the charity and
WFL did not include details of the charitable
purposes of the research, clawback
provisions nor safeguards to allow effective
monitoring.

Case study
Mr Smith (who is the chair, and has a casting vote) is concerned about
information given to the Commission being disclosed through a FOIA
request. If all of the flaws in WFL’s methodology became public, this
could damage WFL’s reputation.

Would the Commission have to disclose the information
provided by the charity following a FOIA request?

Case study

How should the charity respond to the letter from
the Charity Commission?

Case study
The trustees provide the Charity Commission with:
• information about the conflict of interest policy
• the grant agreement with WFL
• a comprehensive letter explaining the steps that they had taken to comply
with their duties in relation to conflicts of interest, and an explanation as to
why they felt that this was sufficient.

They do not respond to any other queries, and do not
provide a copy of the WFL research.

Stories emerge in the media alleging unethical arrangements
between WFL and the suppliers of fruit in developing
countries.

Case study
The Charity Commission serves an order on WFL under section 52 of the
Charities Act 2011 requiring it to provide information in its possession relating to
the research it has carried out for the Five A Day Trust, and its relationships
with suppliers in developing countries.

What should WFL do?

Case study
The Charity Commission receives a copy of the research carried
out by WFL.
The Commission sends notice to the trustees of its
intention to issue an official warning to them in relation to
the Five A Day Trust. The notice specifies (noting that
two of the Trustees have changed):
– the Commission’s view that the funding of the research by
WFL was a breach of the trustees’ duties to act in the best
interests of the charity (the Commission notes, in particular,
that in its view the research was not balanced and was not
value for money);
– the Commission intends to publish the warning by issuing a
press release to the media;
– the Commission intends to issue the warning seven days
after sending the notice to the trustees;

Case study
The official warning also specifies that in order to rectify
the position, the trustees should:
– work towards improving the charity’s conflicts of interest
policy:
– put in place a new policy about the quality of research;
– obtain legal advice on appropriate agreements that allow
funds to be recovered;
– seek to recover the payment for the research from WFL;
– exercise their powers under the charity’s constitution to
remove Mr Smith as a trustee.

What should the trustees do?

Case study
The Charity Commission hears nothing from the
charity and decides to open a statutory inquiry
under section 46 of the Charities Act 2011.

It issues a press release saying it has done so.

The media publish a story alleging that Mr Smith
is being investigated for alleged bribery offences
relating to the supply of organic fruit to WFL.

It emerges that Mr Smith has left the country.

What should the charity do?

Case study

What might the Charity Commission do?

Statutory inquiries

Direct
winding up

Direct not to take or
continue action

Direct to
take
specified
action

Direct anyone to
provide
information

Powers
exercisable
following a
statutory
inquiry:

Removal of
trustees, agents or
employees (and
removal from
membership)

Enter
premises
and seize
documents

Temporary protective action
including
• Suspend trustees, officers, agents,
employees
• Restrict transactions
• Freezing and vesting orders
• Appoint interim manager

Scheme for the
administration
of the charity

Restitution
“In appropriate cases
and exceptionally, the
commission will
consider bringing legal
proceedings in the
public interest with the
Attorney General’s
consent to recover
funds lost to charity.”

Charity Commission policy on restitution and the recovery of charitable
funds misappropriated or lost to charity in breach of trust, May 2013

Any questions?

If you have any further questions or would like to discuss
after this event, please contact:
Mindy Jhittay
Senior Associate
m.jhittay@bwbllp.com
020 7551 7777

